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J A C K S O N V I L L E

Welcome to the Jacksonville Icemen’s 2O18-19 School Day Game!

We, as an organization are thrilled to have you join us this season to share the excitement of
our second season.  

Our organization is dedicated and devoted to becoming an integral part of our community.

The Icemen are proud to be partnered with the National Hockey League as is shown with our
NHL affiliation with the Winnipeg Jets.  You will have the opportunity to watch and cheer on
future NHL stars that begin their journey to the big show, proudly wearing the Icemen crest.

We will continue to introduce new and exciting promotional nights for all 36 regular season home
games.  We treat each game as a major entertainment event in itself.  Our goal remains to bring
you the best from the moment you arrive to the time the final horn sounds.  Our mission is for
you to have fun enjoying the Icemen Experience.

From the entire Icemen family, thank you for being here with us today for the second Annual
School Day Hockey Game.  We hope you enjoy the game and learn about the sport of hockey.

GO ICEMEN!

Sincerely,

Bob Ohrablo
President

WELCOME!WELCOME!
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Check boxes in front of word as they occur.
Power Play - A power play occurs when a team has a one-man or two-man advantage
because an opponent received a penalty

FaceofF - When the puck is dropped between one player from each team in the faceoff
circle; it signals the start or resuming of play

Icing - When a player hits the puck across the center line and the opposing goal line
without the puck being touched by another player or scoring a goal

Penalty Box - The area where a player goes to serve a penalty

Shot - When a player shoots the puck at the goal

Tripping - When a player trips an opposing player with their stick or uses their skate
against the other player’s skate causing them to lose balance or fall

Hooking - The act of using the stick in a manner that enables a player to restrain an
opponent

Slapshot - Hitting the puck with the blade of the stick after taking a full backswing

Crease - The light blue area directly in front of the goaltender. Offensive players who do
not have possession of the puck may not enter this area

Body check - Use of the body on an opponent. It is legal when an opponent has possession
of the puck or was the last player to have touched it

Intermission - The break between periods to resurface the ice

Officials  - A person who has some responsibility in
enforcing the rules and maintaining the order
of the game.

Zamboni
                 resurface the ice in a hockey rink

 - A machine that is used to

HOCKEY 1O1HOCKEY 1O1
Vocabulary

REPEATS:

REPEATS:

REPEATS:

REPEATS:

REPEATS:

Sponsored by:
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BLACKPANTHER
BLACKWIDOW

CAPTAINAMERICA
DAREDEVIL

DEADPOOL
DOCTORDOOM

DOCTORSTRANGE
HULK

IRONMAN
SILVERSURFER

SPIDERMAN
SUPERMAN

THANOS
THOR

VENOM
WOLVERINE

2O18 School Day Hockey

GOTHAM CITYGOTHAM CITY
WORD SEARCH

Superhero
Word search
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Map of ECHL Teams

Social StudiesSocial Studies
Geography

Scale:
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SOCIAL STUDIESSOCIAL STUDIES
Geography

2O18 School Day Hockey

Use the map to answer the following questions.

1. Name 4 states that do not have an ECHL team.

2. Using the scale, estimate the distance that the Icemen would have to travel to play:

a. South Carolina Stingrays                                                                    b. Rapid City Rush

c. Manchester Monarchs                                                                         d. Brampton Beast

3. Which team is located in Virginia?

4. Which states have more than one team?

5. List the teams that are south of the Icemen.

6. How many teams are in the ECHL?

7. How many teams are located in Canada?  

8. List the teams that play in Florida.

9. Which team is the closest to the Icemen?

10. Which team is the furthest from the Icemen?

CLUB IN TOWN

THE

AGES 4 - 14 JaxIcemen.com/KidsClub

• FREE Icemen Ticket
• Kids Club T-shirt
• Kids Club Drawstring Bag
• Icemen Water Bottle
• Access to Exclusive Events with the players and mascot
• Opportunity to be “Kid of the Game”
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85 feet

50 feet

30 feet

11 feet

(200 ft by 85 ft)

ICE RINK GEOMETRY
MATHMATH

If you look at a hockey rink it is filled with lines, angles, and curves.  It’s filled with Geometry!
Below is a diagram of a hockey rink and geometry problems to solve!

HOCKEY FACT
The angle of an attacking player approaching the opposing net
is known as the “angle of access” or “angle of attack”.  When the
player is directly in front of the net the have the largest angle of
access due to the openings on either side of the goalie.  Because
of the angle of access, it is very important for a goalie to learn
how to “play the angles”.  When a goalie plays their angles
correctly they minimize the amount of net space open behind
them, reducing the chances of an attacker scoring a goal.  This is
why goalies commonly start farther out from the net as the play
enters their zone and back pedal to the goal crease, it is to
reduce the angle of access.

Answers: 1.  94.25 feet     2.  4250 feet      3.   270 feet     4.   187 feet  

1. Circumference of the faceoff circle: 

2. Area of the neutral zone:

For more information on hockey and geometry visit http://www.nbclearn.com/nhl to view some short clips on learning through hockey.
Information courtesy of https://www.nbclearn.com/nhl/cuecard/56922 and https://www.vaughnhockey.com/page.asp?id=44. 

6 feet 28 feet

3. Perimeter of the neutral zone: 

4. Area of the trapezoid:
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CONCESSION STAND MATH
MATHMATH

Hockey
Puck
$8.5O

T-Shirt
$22.55

Hat
$28.99

Soda
$3.85

Popcorn
$4.10

Hot dog
$5.25

You have $45.OO to spend at the Icemen game!

1. If you buy a hat, a hot dog and a soda, how much money would you

have left over?

2. Name something you could buy with your left over money?

3. You can’t decide if you want to buy a hat or a T-shirt. Do you have

enough money to get both?

List 2 other combinations of items that you can buy with your $45.00.

Sponsored by:



1. How many total goals did Critchlow score (including the playoffs) with the Lewiston MAINEiacs?

2. How many penalty minutes did he have (including the playoffs) in 2011-2012?

3. How many different teams has he played for?

4. How many years did Critchlow play for the Acadie-Bathurst Titans? 

5. Which year did he score the most goals?

6. How many assists did Critchlow have when he played for the U. of New Brunswick?

7. What was the mean (average) number of goals he scored between 2012-2017?

GP- games played          G- goals          A- assists          Pts- points          PIM- penalties in minutes

8 2O18 School Day Hockey

Cameron Critchlow’s Stats
STATISTICSSTATISTICS
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THE SCIENCE OF AN ICE RINK
Hockey is a unique sport.  There isn’t a ball, but a
puck.  Players don’t run, they skate.  And one of the
biggest differences is hockey is played on ice.

As you may know, water has three states:
                          ,                            and                           .
In order for water to become ice (the solid state of
                   )the temperature must drop to 32 degrees
Fahrenheit (0 degrees Celsius).  For players to be
able to skate on the ice, it must be 1 to 1.25 inches
thick.  To keep the ice frozen, there is a concrete floor with a cooling system built into it.  You might
think the water is dumped on the floor all at once, but the process is a little more complicated than that.
A thin layer of water is sprayed on the floor, and left to freeze.  When one layer is frozen, another is
sprayed on, and the cycle continues until the ice is the desired thickness.  Rink maintenance takes more
than 30 hours to spray about 14,300 gallons of water on the concrete floor to get it ready for play. 
The cooling system in the concrete floor acts as a refrigerator does and keeps the ice at 20 degrees
Fahrenheit.

THE ICE AND SKATES
Below is a simple experiment to demonstrate how a skate propels a player across the ice during a game.

Information courtesy of http://www.sciencekids.co.nz/experiments/icecubemagic.html and
http://www.exploratorium.edu/hockey/ice3.html

You will need one ice cube, a long piece of fishing line with 2
heavy weights (one tied to each end of the line), a container,
and a towel or mat to keep the water from getting all over.

To start:
1. Turn the container upside down on top of the towel or mat.
2. Place the ice cube on top of the upside down container.
3. Please the fishing line with the weights tied to it over the
middle of the ice cube.  Make sure the weights are left dangling
over the side of the container, but not touching the table.
4. Observe the ice cube for about 5 minutes.

What do you see?

The pressure of the weights should be pulling the fishing line through the ice cube and causing the cube to melt under the
line.  This is similar to what ice skates do. The blades of the skates, when in contact with ice cause the ice to melt
underneath them allowing the skater to glide smoothly on a thin layer of water that was once frozen.  How cool is that?

Did you know: The dimensions for the ice rink the Icemen play on
are 200 feet long by 85 feet wide.

SCIENCESCIENCE
THE ICE RINK

Sponsored by:
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SCIENCESCIENCE
THE ZAMBONI

Once the ice is ready, maintaining the top of it is all up to the Zamboni.

The Zamboni gets its name from its inventor, Frank J. Zamboni who created the first ice resurfacing
machine in Paramount, California in 1940.  How it works is, after the ice has been skated on, a blade
on the back of the Zamboni shaves a thin layer of the ice off the top of the surface.  Then a corkscrew
conveyor above that blade collects the shavings and takes them to a large bin called the snow tank to
be stored.  While this happens jets of water spray into the cracks and ruts, and a vacuum sucks up the
dirt that has been dislodged from the ice.  For the final touch, warm water is gently sprayed onto the
ice as a towel like bar skims the ice making it smooth as glass.

TRY THIS FUN EXPERIMENT TO SEE
HOW A ZAMBONI DOES ITS JOB!

What you will need:
-2 cookie sheets of water that have been
frozen prior to the experiment
-200mL of hot water heated to boiling
point with a heat source
-200mL of cold water from the tap or left
in a refrigerator for a few hours.
-Scrapers tools (like putty knives)
-Carving tools (like scissors)

This experiment should be conducted with adult supervision due to the boiling water, and tools used
in the experiment.

As you have learned the Zamboni is responsible for smoothing the ice after each period of the game.
With this experiment you can pretend to be the Zamboni driver.

The hot water should have melted the marks in the ice faster then the cold water, smoothing the surface
better.  This is why the Zamboni is so important to the game of hockey.  Smooth ice makes for less
friction, which makes the puck glide more easily during passes or shots.

1. Take a good look at the two ‘sheets’ of ice and note what they look like. 
Using your carving tools, make even amounts of marks in the ice on both
sheets.  This is simulating skates on ice.
2. Next take the hot water and slowly pour it on to one of the sheets.  Then
slowly pour the cold water on the other sheet.  Make sure not to over pour
water onto the sheets.  You want just enough to cover the top of the ice.
3. Using the scrapers move the water across the surface of the ice on both sheets.
4. Once the water is spread evenly across both sheets of ice compare how each
sheet now looks.

2O18 School Day Hockey

Sponsored by:
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NEWTON’S THREE LAWS OF MOTION TAKE THE ICE

LAW #1, THE LAW OF INERTIA: LAW #2, F=MA: LAW #3, THE LAW OF
RECIPROCITY:

You can’t play hockey without movement and force, therefore you can’t play hockey without
Sir Isaac Newton.  Let’s take a look how Sir Isaac Newton’s three Laws of Motion apply to the 
Icemen and every other hockey player out there.

Take a good look at the three pictures below, then decide which picture demonstrates each of 
Newton’s Three Laws:

For more information on Newton’s Three Laws of Motion visit http://www.nbclearn.com/nhl for some great short clips on learning through Hockey.  
Information courtesy of http://www.exploratorium.edu/hockey/, http://www.nbclearn.com/nhl, and the book The Sporting Live.

Picture #1 Picture #2 Picture #3

Objects that are at rest stay at rest
and objects in motion stay in motion
at a constant speed and in the same
direction, unless acted upon by a
force.  A good example of this is the
puck.  It will stay at rest on the ice
until it is hit by a stick, the force
making it move.  Then as it moves
across the ice it will stay in motion
until another player picks up the pass
or it hits the boards, a force that has
acted upon it to interrupt its speed
and movement

If an object has an acceleration, a
change in velocity, then the net force
necessary to cause this acceleration
is equal to the mass of the object 
times the object’s acceleration, or 
F=MA, force equals mass times
acceleration.  A good example of this
is a check.  When a  larger player
checks a smaller player who is not
moving, the larger player will exert a
larger velocity on the small player,
and in turn slow himself down a bit.

For every action there is an equal
and opposite reaction.  A good
example of this is a slap shot.  For
the puck to accelerate a force must
be applied to it.  The force that is
applied to it in this example is a 
hockey stick.  So when the stick hits
the puck, it also experiences a force.
Not only is the puck being
accelerated forward, but the stick is
experiencing the opposite reaction 
by bending backwards.

Word Bank: force, velocity, accelerated, motion, mass
1. When an object changes direction, it experiences a change in
2. A hockey puck will stay at rest until it is acted upon by a
3. When a player takes a slap shot, the speed of the puck is
Hint: [F=MA]
1. Calculate force for a hockey puck with a mass of 0.16 kg and an acceleration at a rate of 100 m/s/s.

2. When the force that acts on a hockey puck is 12 N, the puck accelerates at a rate of 48 m/s/s.
Determine the mass of the puck.

2O18 School Day Hockey

SCIENCESCIENCE
NEWTON’S 3 LAWS OF MOTION
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HOCKEY HEALTHHOCKEY HEALTH
EXERCISE

WHY YOU SHOULD EXERCISE 
Exercising keeps your body healthy and will help you sleep better, keep your muscles,

bones and cardio system strong, and decrease your risk of heart disease, high blood
pressure, and type 2 diabetes.

AEROBIC WORKOUTS
Swimming
Running
Hiking

ANAEROBIC WORKOUTS
Squats

Push-ups
Lifting weights

For hockey players it’s key to train for bursts of speed, power, and strength.  For you it
is important to be active to be the best you can be.  Children and Adolescents should get
60 minutes of physical activity a day and should include both aerobic and anaerobic
exercises.  Aerobic activity is also known as “cardio” workouts and moves your whole body.
Anaerobic exercises work specific muscle groups and is mainly made up of weight training.

Sponsored by:
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HOCKEY HEALTHHOCKEY HEALTH
EXERCISE

PRACTICE LIKE A HOCKEY PLAYER
The following are a few off ice drills younger hockey players do to prepare for

playing hockey and you can too!

LUMBERJACK CIRCUIT:
These drills should be performed for 30 seconds followed by 30 seconds of rest, and the
circuit repeated multiple times.  Participants will be working in pairs for these drills.

BUCKSAWS: While facing your partner with knees bent, grab right hands, kind of like
shaking hands.  Then place your left hand over your right hands.  To make the sawing
motion one person will pull while the other pushes, which creates the motion of a two
man bucksaw.

CHAINSAWS: The setup is the same as the Bucksaw drill, but instead of moving back
and forth, you will move in a circular motion.

BACK TO BACK GETUPS: Sitting back to back with your partner, participants will need
to interlock arms.  Using your legs, push against each other to stand up.  Then working
in the same manor push against each other to return to sitting.

SEESAWS: Using the same setup as the Bucksaw, straighten your arms and lean back
away from your partner.  One partner will squat down low while the other stands up tall.
Working together seesaw up and down.

PEDAL POWER: While sitting on
the ground lean back on your hands
so that the soles of your shoes are
in contact with the soles of your
partner’s shoes.  One partner pushes
and one pulls their feet towards
them so that they mimic the motion
of bicycle pedals.  Be sure your
feet stay in contact with each other
during the entire drill.

Sponsored by:
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PARTS OF SPEECH
ENGLISHENGLISH

Below is a list of the different parts of speech used in the English language.
Use this information to answer questions over the next few pages.

NOUN
A person, place, or thing.  If a noun is a name, it is called a proper noun.

Proper nouns are always capitalized.

ADJECTIVE
An adjective is a word that describes a noun.

PRONOUN
A pronoun replaces a noun, or nouns, in instances where the noun might be overused.

Examples of common pronouns include ‘he’ and ‘she’.

VERB
A verb shows action, links subjects and nouns, or shows state of being.

ADVERB
An adverb is a word that describes a verb.  Adverbs tell how, when, or where the

action takes place and often end in ‘-ly’.

Sponsored by:
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ENGLISHENGLISH
PARTS OF SPEECH

NOUNS
Look at the nouns listed below.  Decide if they are a person, place, or thing.

Then put them in the correct column on the chart.

ADJECTIVES
Circle the adjective in each sentence.  Then, tell what noun the adjective is describing.

PERSON PLACE THING

school
ice rink
coach

field trip
Jacksonville

puck
Blizzard

math test

glove
Indiana

goal
Florida
skates

classroom
library

ref

NOUNS

Answers: PERSON - coach, Blizzard, ref ; PLACE: school, ice rink, Jacksonville, Indiana,
Florida, classroom, library ; THING: glove, goal, skates, field trip, puck, math test

Answers: 1.) white / jerseys ; 2.) broken / skate ; 3.) fast / wrist shot ; 4.) greatest / fans

The Icemen are wearing their white jerseys.
The adjective    describes         .

1.

Alex fixed the player’s broken skate.
The adjective    describes         .

2.

The goalie stopped the fast wrist shot.
The adjective    describes         .

3.

Our fans are the greatest fans there are!
The adjective    describes         .

4.
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ENGLISHENGLISH
PARTS OF SPEECH

PRONOUN
Circle the pronoun that best completes the sentence.

Answers: 1.) They ; 2.) we ; 3.) I ; 4.) She ; 5.) He ; 6.) him ; 7.) she ; 8.) them

They / Them  are on the power play.

Our teacher said we / us don’t have any homework tonight.

I / Me  really enjoyed the Icemen game!

She / Her  wore her Icemen jersey to class today.

He / Him  scored the first goal of the game.

Sean helped him / he of the ice after the big hit.

The history test was easy and her / she got an A.

Coach directed them / we on how to run the practice drill.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

ADVERB
After reading the sentences below, circle the adverb that is used in the sentence.

Answers: 1.) loudly ; 2.) quickly ; 3.) excitedly ; 4.) easily ; 5.) happily ; 6.) Sadly

The students cheered loudly.

The players quickly skate around on the ice.

The teacher excitedly tells the students they are going on a field trip.

The students solve the math problem easily.

Blizzard happily waves to the children.

Sadly, the game is over.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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WRITE A LETTERWRITE A LETTER

WRITE A LETTER...
To your favorite icemen player and tell them why you enjoyed the game.

Jacksonville Icemen

4130 Salisbury Road

Suite 1340
Jacksonville, FL 32216

Mail to:
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GAME RECAPGAME RECAP

2O18 School Day Hockey

Write a game recap using the hockey
vocabulary from PG 2.
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THANK YOU
TO OUR SPONSORS!

THANK YOU

Year-Round Learn to Skate & 
Learn to Play Hockey Classes

jacksonvilleice.com
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THANK YOU
TO OUR SPONSORS!
THANK YOU

A budget-friendly way to make your space feel like home.

www.aarons.com | 1-800-950-7368

Rent to Own
Furnitiure, Electronics, Appliances

atlanticselfstorage.com
877.WE.STORE

@atlanticssfl
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THANK YOU
TO OUR SPONSORS!

THANK YOU
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J A C K S O N V I L L Efor participating in the
 2018 school day game!

This voucher is good for
one complimentary ticket
to any regular season
home game. (Subject to availability)

J A C K S O N V I L L E

To redeem your voucher, please visit jaxicemen.com/schooldayvoucher.
Voucher expires 4/6/2019  

GAME

VOUCHERGAME

VOUCHERGAME

VOUCHER
Courtesy of:

THANK YOUTHANK YOU


